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to keep up with the changing and accelerating security demands of customers and market
conditions, veeam is a cloud-enabled backup and recovery solution designed to help companies
simplify and automate their backup and recovery processes, providing daily, weekly, monthly or
annual full system backups of applications and data to the cloud. the veeam backup & replication
platform can recover from any point in time in a virtual or physical environment, including vmware,
hyper-v, esxi, windows, linux and even bare-metal servers. veeam's easy-to-use backup and
recovery solution offers a range of rich, productivity-enhancing features, which include: in my
experience, veeam backup & replication is the best way to perform backups of virtual machines. the
user interface is excellent, the backup progress is easy to follow, and it is simple to schedule backup
jobs. if you are restoring the backup, then there are some usability issues. in particular, the restore
process is overly complex. i use terraform to automate restore operations. i use aws cloudformation
to create the restore resources, and i use a powershell script to connect to the veeam web ui to
automate the restore process. there are very many free veeam plugins for windows servers. as long
as you can use them to synchronize to vmware and configure their settings, then they are excellent
resources to get your vms backed up. the veeam backup & replication client is written in java, and it
runs on any platform that java runs on. this means that veeam can be deployed on windows, linux,
mac os x, android, ios, and every other platform. it can be deployed on-premises, or as a cloud
service.
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although the veeam documentation recommends not to run any windows services, a lot of
organizations must do so because these windows services offer important features. these features

are sometimes not disabled in the documentation, which results in a compromise of the system. the
veeam backup & replication log file should be removed to prevent storage of attack logs and

sensitive information. the veeam console (or web interface) must also be removed. this helps to
ensure that remote access to veeam components is not possible. in addition to removing the veeam

components, the physical location of the veeam components (such as the hard disk or vmdk file)
should also be changed to another location. this should be done in case the veeam components are

lost or stolen. if the veeam components are a shared resource in a cluster, then the server where the
cluster is hosted should be physically removed from the cluster. the complete removal of the veeam
components should be evaluated and documented as soon as possible to ensure that the attacker
can no longer access any veeam components. a compromised veeam component can be used to

attack the entire system. secure the network. attackers could use a compromised system to access
other systems on the network. securing the network requires disabling all unnecessary services and
removing any unnecessary software. when possible, the windows domain accounts (for example, the

veeam administrator account) should be removed or disabled. the most important action for this
section is to avoid using the veeam components as the foundation of your network. if the veeam
components are used as the foundation of the network, then an attacker could use the veeam

components to compromise other parts of the network. 5ec8ef588b
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